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Chapter 3266 

The heaven and earth shook, and the momentum was like thunder! 

David holds the dragon-slaying sword, and Qin Jingyu holds a stone hammer, 
constantly following the huge origin fantasy beast! 

“Hurry up…” 

David shouted! 

When Ji Meiyan and others saw this, they rushed forward one after another! 

And those small origin fantasy beasts swarmed up, a dense mass of 
darkness! 

Ji Meiyan and others retreated while fighting, drawing those small origin 
fantasy beasts aside! Chen 

Ping followed Qin Jingyu to continuously attack the huge origin fantasy beast! 

With a slap from the huge origin fantasy beast, a mountain ridge collapsed. 
David and the others were like ants in front of this huge fantasy beast! 

The huge impact of this slap caused Qin Jingyu to fly backwards instantly! 

David jumped up with all his strength, reaching mid-air, and then used the 
Nine Shadows Sword Technique! 

I saw several identical Chen Pings appearing out of thin air in mid-air. The 
Dragon-Slaying Sword in his hand was swung out with all his strength, and 
then they gathered together to produce a dazzling sword light! 

The sword light passed across the huge body of the original phantom beast, 
causing the phantom beast to groan involuntarily. Only a scar appeared on its 
body, and a lot of the metal origin was also dissipated at this moment! 



David was overjoyed when he saw this. In this way, every time the original 
phantom beast is injured, the strength of the original phantom beast will be 
greatly reduced, and some of the metal origin of the body will be dissipated! 

Qin Jingyu also discovered this, so he took a stone hammer and hit the head 
of the original fantasy beast with all his strength! 

But at this moment, the aura of the origin phantom beast moved, and the 
metal origins around him swarmed in, directly healing the wounds on the 
origin phantom beast, and the aura became even stronger! 

“this…………” 

When Qin Jingyu saw it, he was immediately surprised. He tried to take back 
the stone hammer he swung, but it was already too late! 

The original fantasy beast roared and slapped Qin Jingyu! 

Qin Jingyu’s bodyThe body, like a meteor, was directly shot away, and then 
the whole person was embedded in the mountain! 

Qin Jingyu’s body was unable to move in the mountain for a while! 

This time, it depends on David’s own ability to kill this original fantasy beast! 

David looked at the huge origin fantasy beast and fell into deep thought! 

It stands to reason that these origin phantom beasts are all condensed from 
the ownerless origin, and they should not have the intelligence of monster 
beasts, nor will they have independent consciousness! 

As long as these original fantasy beasts are killed and the original aura 
dissipates, the original fantasy beasts will no longer exist! 

But now this huge origin fantasy beast can actually use the origin in this 
mountain col to restore itself. This is simply too abnormal! 

From this point of view, as long as this original fantasy beast cannot be killed 
at once, it can endlessly use its original breath to recover. Isn’t this an 
invincible existence? 

David believed that there must be something he had not discovered in this 
mountain col. The reason why this huge phantom beast could repair itself was 



definitely not because the phantom beast itself was an act, because the 
phantom condensed by the source breath was It is impossible for a beast to 
have this kind of consciousness! 

This should be something controlling the origin of the phantom beast. Now to 
destroy the origin of the phantom beast, it seems that we need to find this 
thing! 

It is precisely because of this thing that the original aura in the mountain col 
can be condensed into a fantasy beast, but the original aura in other places 
cannot! 

But this mountain col is extremely huge. If you want to know what is 
controlling this huge origin fantasy beast, it is simply harder than climbing to 
the sky! 

David has no clue now! 

Before David could think of a way, the huge origin fantasy beast had already 
launched an attack! 

It can’t wait for David to figure out a way to deal with itself! 

I saw the palm of the original fantasy beast pressing towards David like a 
mountain! 

David hurriedly used space magic, and he should have escaped from the 
palm of the original fantasy beast, and then began to escape towards the 
depths of the mountain col! 
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Upon seeing this, the huge origin fantasy beast went straight to chase David. 
When Ji Meiyan saw David being chased by the huge origin fantasy beast, 
she immediately became anxious! 

She didn’t want to become a widow just after dedicating herself to David! 

Ji Meiyan jumped up with her sword and attacked the huge phantom beast. 
She planned to focus the phantom beast’s attention on herself! 



Ji Meiyan slashed the original phantom beast with her sword, but it did not 
hurt the original phantom beast at all! 

On the contrary, she herself was knocked away by the huge counter-shock 
force of the original fantasy beast! 

Immediately afterwards, the original fantasy beast roared and slapped Ji 
Meiyan with a palm! When 

David, who had originally escaped, saw this, he arrived in an instant, pulled Ji 
Meiyan and ran away, barely dodging the attack of the original fantasy beast! 

“It’s too dangerous. What are you doing after me?” 

David said to Ji Meiyan! 

“I’m not afraid that you are in danger, but I don’t want to become a widow!” 

Ji Meiyan said! 

When he heard the word “widow”, David was stunned for a moment! 

For Ji Meiyan, he is more about a man’s nature. After all, he doesn’t know 
much about Ji Meiyan and can’t talk about feelings! 

Unexpectedly, Ji Meiyan would have such thoughts! 

Don’t they say that women in the world of gods and humans are open-minded 
and don’t mind anything between men and women? 

“What are you doing standing still? Run quickly…” 

Ji Meiyan pushed David, who was stunned! 

David came to his senses, pulled Ji Meiyan and ran towards the depths of the 
mountain col! 

Just when David and Ji Meiyan were passing a mountain peak, they heard 
someone shouting for help! 

David looked closely and found that it was Qin Jingyu. At this time, Qin Jingyu 
was embedded in the mountain and couldn’t get out at all! 



“Ignore him, let’s go…” 

Seeing this, Ji Meiyan pulled David and left, not caring about Qin Jingyu at all! 

Even if Ji Meiyan hadn’t said anything, David wouldn’t have come to the 
rescue. He didn’t have any friendship with Juman Palace, so he wouldn’t have 
cared about Qin Jingyu! 

The huge origin fantasy beast kept chasing David and Ji Meiyan. 

When the two people fled to the deepest part of the mountain col, they found 
that it was a dead end. A huge mountain peak blocked the way, and on top of 
the mountain, there was a cave! 

The original aura in the cave spewed out like a fountain. David opened the 
original space and felt several kinds of original aura, so he could really feel the 
richness of the original aura in the cave! 

“It seems that the original aura in the mountain col condensed into a fantasy 
beast should be here!” 

David said, and walked towards the cave! 

Ji Meiyan didn’t understand what David meant, but she followed in! 

Seeing David and Ji Meiyan walking into the cave, the huge origin fantasy 
beast became anxious, kept roaring, and followed them into the cave! 

This time, David and Ji Meiyan were blocked in the hole and couldn’t get out! 

Looking at the origin fantasy beast chasing after her, Ji Meiyan was a little 
puzzled and said, “Why are you taking me into the cave? It’s blocked now, 
and I can’t even run away.” “There must be treasures in this cave, as long as 

we If you get this treasure, you can get rid of this original fantasy beast.” 

David said to Ji Meiyan! 

Ji Meiyan didn’t understand what David was talking about, but it was already 
like this and she could only continue heading deeper into the cave! 

Soon, the two people arrived at the place where the huge origin fantasy beast 
lay! 



This place is huge, and David and Ji Meiyan are as small as ants here! 

And the original flavor here is even stronger. 

“It’s here. The original fantasy beast in the mountain col outside was formed 
here and then ran out.” 

David said! 

“How did you know?” Ji Meiyan looked at David and asked! 

After all, David is not from the Ji family, so how could he know the Ji family’s 
ancestral land so well! 

“Guess!” 

David smiled lightly! 

Ji Meiyan couldn’t help but roll her eyes at David. This was all blocked here by 
the original fantasy beast, and she still had to guess her mood! 
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“The two of us will search separately to see if there is anything different here. I 
think there must be something in this area that condenses the original aura 
into a fantasy beast!” After David finished speaking, he jumped up 

. , looking towards the empty place in front of him! 

Seeing this, Ji Meiyan also went in the other direction! 

The origin fantasy beast roared, and then rushed towards David and Ji 
Meiyan! 

It seems to prevent the two from searching! 

“You go find him, I’ll hold this guy back…” 

Upon seeing this, David said to Ji Meiyan! 

“I don’t know what it is, how can I find it?” 



Ji Meiyan looked confused, she didn’t even know what it was, how could she 
find it? 

“Just look everywhere. There must be strange phenomena around that thing, 
and you will definitely be able to find it.” 

After David finished speaking, he held the dragon-slaying sword and directly 
followed the original fantasy beast to fight! 

The indestructible golden body is activated, and with the blessing of the metal 
element, the light of the indestructible golden body becomes even brighter, 
and there are electric arcs flashing around it! 

The metal element plus the thunder and lightning element, this is the best 
combination! 

In order to hold back this original fantasy beast, David also mobilized all the 
power he could use! 

It is simply impossible to kill this origin fantasy beast here. After all, the origin 
aura here is very full. As long as this origin fantasy beast is injured, a large 
amount of origin aura will immediately be added to repair the wound! 

So here, this original fantasy beast is an immortal existence! 

All David can do is to drag out as much of this original fantasy beast as 
possible and let Ji Meiyan quickly find something to control this original 
fantasy beast! 

David followed the original fantasy beast to fight, while Ji Meiyan’s face was 
full of anxiety and she kept looking for it! 

Soon, she discovered that in the middle of this huge cave, there seemed to be 
a light shining unlike other places! 

Ji Meiyan hurriedly jumped down. When she got closer, she discovered that it 
was a stone the size of an egg that was emitting light! 

And around this stone, there is aThe outlines of shadows are slowly 
solidifying! 

Ji Meiyan looked carefully and found that the outlines were actually the 
original fantasy beasts! 



These original fantasy beasts are solidifying at a speed visible to the naked 
eye! 

Seeing this, Ji Meiyan knew that this was definitely what David was looking 
for! 

These original fantasy beasts are also formed by condensing the original 
breath with this stone! 

“I found it…” 

Ji Meiyan shouted loudly! 

When David heard Ji Meiyan’s shout, he turned his head and looked over! 

But just when he was distracted and turned his head, the huge origin fantasy 
beast slapped him with a palm! 

David couldn’t dodge and was shot straight away. 

Even though David tried his best, he was still unable to do anything in the face 
of the huge original fantasy beast! 

This guy is invincible and cannot be killed! 

“David…” 

Seeing this, Ji Meiyan jumped up to save David! 

“Don’t come over…” 

David shouted in a hurry! 

He has an indestructible golden body, so even if he is slapped by the original 
fantasy beast, he will be fine, but if Ji Meiyan is slapped, it will be in danger! 

But how could Ji Meiyan listen to David? She was so anxious that she just 
wanted to save David! 

But just when Ji Meiyan jumped up, the original fantasy beast roared, and just 
blew out a breath, and knocked Ji Meiyan away! 

Ji Meiyan’s body fell rapidly, and she fell heavily on the stone! 



Ji Meiyan spurted out a mouthful of blood, and a large amount of blood flowed 
out of her body! 

The blood infected the stone and was quickly absorbed by the stone! 

Slowly, the light emitted by the stone turned red, and the original fantasy 
beasts that were about to condense all dissipated! 

Ji Meiyan’s body slowly floated up, and the huge origin fantasy beast seemed 
to become a little frightened when looking at the stone emitting red light! 

 

 


